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System Requirements

The prerequisites to run Armadillo are:
● Java SE 6 (32bit), at least update 1 (version 1.6.0_1 or later)
● Gstreamer 0.10.10 or later, including gst-plugins-bad
These can be obtained via your distribution's package management system, or alternatively 
directly from the vendors.

The minimum system requirements are:
● A recent version of Linux, or Windows 2000 or later.
● 128MB of RAM
● 20MB of hard disk space
● A soundcard or integrated sound support

The recommended system requirements are:
● Ubuntu 9.10 or later, or Windows XP or later
● 1024MB of RAM
● 1GB of hard disk space
● 1.5GHz Dual-core CPU or better

Installation

To install the program in Windows: 

Use the installer available in on the website, and follow the setup instructions at each 
stage.  All libraries will be automatically installed on your computer.

To install the program in Linux:

Use the installer available in on the website, and follow the setup instructions at each 
stage.  You may need to install some additional libraries, these will be notified throughout 
the process.

Running

The program can be launched using the icon on the desktop.
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Import Songs

There are two methods for importing songs. A single song can be 
imported via “File → Import file(s) to library”. This will display the files 
and folders of the machine Armadillo is installed on. A song can be 
selected (or a group of songs using the “Ctrl” button) and selecting 
Open will import these songs.
A folder can be imported via “File → Import folder(s) to library” and 
then using the same process
select any number of folders and all music files in the folders selected will be imported.

When songs are added to the library they will be processed in order to be used for creating beat
and mood playlists. They are available for playing immediately however. The progress of analysis
is tracked in the bottom left of the application. Processing can be stopped
or paused by right clicking on the progress bar and selecting the
appropriate option. To re-start processing right click on the bar and 
select the required option. If the media player is closed while 
processing songs it will continue once the application is relaunched.

Playing Music

There is a range of ways to start playing a song.  The main method is to navigate though the library 
using the options on the left of the application.  Clicking on a playlist, or artist name etc. will list 
the songs in the middle block.  Double clicking one of these songs adds it to the “Now Playing” list, 
or to immediately play a song simply right click on the track and select Play.  

An entire playlist or album can be queued to play by 
right clicking on the playlist title in the navigation 
tree for the computer and selecting “Add to queue.” 
A track can be skipped, or returned to using the skip 
buttons in the top left panel, and this also includes 
the play/pause button.  Additional controls include 
volume options, loop one song, loop all and shuffle 
functions.

The user can seek though the music using two methods.  One is using 
the seek bar on the top of the application, next to the play and skip 
buttons.  The other is most useful because it is linked to the graph, it 
means the user can seek to parts of the song it wants to and base this 
option on significant moments of the song. 
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Figure Two: Menu to pause 
or stop music analysis 

Figure Three: A selected song 
will be added to the play queue.

Figure Four: Result of added a song 
to the now playlist queue. 

Figure One: This image 
shows the menu used to 
access the import functions 



Searching for Music

There is a text box located below the navigation tree on the left of the application.  Entering in an 
artist or album or song name will search the library for these tracks and return the results to the 
middle block.  These songs can then be added to playlists, the play queue 
or played instantly.     

Create Beat Playlist

Creating a beat playlist results in a a collection of songs which are closely grouped by the beats per 
minute for each track.  Navigate to the window via the menu bar and selecting “Moods → Create 
Beat Playlist.”  The layout is similar to the main interface, there is a navigation panel on the left to 
select artists, playlists etc.  These are loaded into the middle panel and from here songs can be 
selected to add to the final playlist.  To chose a set of songs select the song and click “-->” to add it 
to the playlist.  Clicking the button “Add BPM Tracks” will add songs with a similar BPM.  These 
songs can be removed from the playlist by selecting the track and clicking “<--” or to remove all the 
tracks click “clear.”  The average BPM for the playlist is displayed in the bottom left hand corner.

To save the playlist enter a playlist name in the top right text box and select accept.  This will save 
the playlist which then can be located from the playlist section in the navigation tree and loaded as 
before.   
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Figure Five: Entering search term 

Figure Seven & Eight: In the first image you see the user 
can browsing the collection of music to add to the playlist.  
In the second shot it demonstrates how tracks are added 
after selecting the “Add BPM tracks” button. 



Create Mood Playlist

A mood playlist will use information gathered from the analysis process, such as: frequency 
rankings, volume of different parts of the song, beats per minute, artist name, album name and 
the genre of the music.  The level of impact each slice of data holds can be altered in the 
preferences menu (below).

Creating a mood playlist is a very similar process to that of a beat playlist.  First navigate to the 
correct window (“Moods → Create Mood Playlist”) and then all the options and selection methods 
are the same as previously.  The only slight difference is the text box along the bottom panel which 
represents the maximum number of songs to be added to the playlist.  

Tips for creating the perfect mood playlist:

• Selecting one song to get matchings will return accurate results – but fewer songs.

• If you want to extend an existing playlist try lowing the frequency mood slider and raising 
the track detail sliders, right-clicking on the playlist will allow you to edit a playlist.

• If you know what kind of music you want to listen to, say punk, then turn up the genre 
slider.  This will yield results not only of your desired genres but of songs which match this 
and the other criterion on the sliders.

• Experiment with different slider settings, as different values will work better for different 
types of music.  Future fixes may allow defaults for more types of music. 
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Figure Nine: 
This is a 
demonstration 
of the user 
creating a 
Mood playlist, 
to add 
matched songs 
the user has to 
click “Add 
Similar Mood 
Tracks.” 



Skins

The colours of the media player are fully changeable.  There are four pre-set colour schemes and 
an addition custom option.  The differences change the graph colour, text colour, button colours 
and background colours.  To change to a pre-made skin select Options → Skins → Water/ Wind/ 
Fire/ Earth.  To use the custom option select custom from the same menu.  The custom colours are 
set in the preferences toolbar and is described below.

Graph

The graph is automatically loaded each time a song is selected to play.  There are several options 
which affect the graph: these are accessed from the preferences window.  The options change the 
amount of detail used to draw the graph, the colour scheme of the graph and the size of the graph 
colour used to fill the middle area.  These options are described in more detail below. 
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Figure Ten, Eleven and 
Twelve: These examples show 
a few of the range of skins 
available.  The top two are pre-
set skins, but the one on the 
left is a custom skin.  All the 
colours which are used in the 
application are fully adjustable 
and a full range of colours are 
available. 

Figure Thirteen: Example graph



Preferences

There are three tabs on the preferences window.  The first is general which contains the following 
settings:

Function Use

Volume Equalization This function adjusts each songs volume to attempt to 
match the output level for each song.  This means 
songs recorded quieter, or louder, will not show up in  
playlists.

Windows Frame On Turns on a windows frame for the application, for use 
only when running in an Windows environment.

Analyse Mood on Import When on songs are analysed immediately once added 
to the database.

Analyse Remaining Tracks on Launch When switched on when the application is launched if  
there are songs which have not been analysed this  
will be performed at this stage.

Graph Detail There are three options: low, medium and high.  It  
changes the amount of data used to draw the graph.

Mood Analysis There are three options: low, medium and high.  The  
selection will alter the time to analyse a song and 
should be set according to the computers'  
specification.

Graph Colour This slider can be moved and the block of colour  
displayed in the middle of the graph will change.

The second tab is used to customise the skin colour, all parts of the colour scheme can be changed, 
and there is also an option to return to default.

The third and final tab is used to change how a mood playlist is created.  There are six sliders: 
Mood, BPM, Artist, Album, Genre and Volume.  Changing these will affect the result as the impact 
of each variable is changed depending on the sliders.  These can also be returned to the tested 
defaults with use of the “default” button.   
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Figure Fourteen: Each tab in the preferences menu is displayed above.



Manual BPM

Occasionally the program will generate a beats per minute which is incorrect.  This is due to 
a computer not being as good as a human ear to detect a beat.  These can be corrected by way of 
a manual correction.  First select a song to change and the navigate to Manual BPM Estimation 
(“Track → Manual BPM Estimation”).  Then play the song and every beat heard click the “tap beat” 
button.  Once the BPM looks satisfactory click “Accept”.      

Edit Track

Most of the information held about a track can 
be changed.  Select the track to alter and either 
right click and select “Edit Track” or use the 
menu bar and navigate to “Track → Edit Track”. 
The fields available for altering are: Title, Author, 
Album, Genre and BPM.  Please ensure to save 
changes once these are made.

There are also additional BPM options: one to 
perform the “Manual Estimate” and if this 
changes the field to something more incorrect 
then it is possible to recalculate the field using the original processing sequence.    

Further help

For additional help go to www.armadillomusic.org, or email info@armadillomusic.org.

To send bug reports please email bugs@armadillomusic.org

Developers

All source code is available on the project's website  www.armadillomusic.org.  We encourage 
people to use our work and develop it further, but only for personal use.  Main algorithms of the 
code are protected from profitable release.

Armadillo was released under the GNU General Public License .
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Figure Fifteen: The manual BPM estimation window.

Figure Sixteen: This window allows a track to 
be edited, and shows which fields will be 
changed above selecting the save command.

http://www.armadillomusic.org/
http://www.armadillomusic.org/
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